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AMK-ERR100 w/50’ or 100’ hose

Depth:  21.0 in.  (533 mm)
Width:  19.0 in.  (483 mm)
Height:  21.6 in.  (549 mm)



 Roller Guide Assembly available

Electric motor can be mounted on any lower 
corner of the reel to nest reels and save 
compartment space

Part Number    Description      

850600B40221   ERR100 with 50’ hose, Red, 5’ pump/reel connection hose, standard couplings 
850600B40222   ERR100 with 50’ hose, Blue, 5’ pump/reel connection hose, standard couplings
850600B40223  ERR100 with 50’ hose, Black, 5’ pump/reel connection hose, standard couplings
850600B40224   ERR100 with 50’ hose, Yellow, 5’ pump/reel connection hose, standard couplings

851200B40221   ERR100 with 100’ hose, Red, 5’ pump/reel connection hose, standard couplings  .
851200B40222   ERR100 with 100’ hose, Blue, 5’ pump/reel connection hose, standard couplings
851200B40223   ERR100 with 100’ hose, Black, 5’ pump/reel connection hose, standard couplings
851200B40224   ERR100 with 100’ hose, Yellow, 5’ pump/reel connection hose, standard couplings

Options
Add the Letter A to the part number for standard couplings on reel/tool hose, less pump/reel connection hoses
Add the Letter K to the part number for Female Mono Coupling on reel/tool hose, less pump/reel connection hoses 
Add the Letter L to the part number for Mono Couplings on reel/tool hose and the 5’ pump/reel connection hoses 

Weight (ready to use)                  w/ 50’ hose     w/100’ hose
ERR100 with standard couplings on reel/tool hose and 5’ pump/reel connection hose      106.0 lbs.     132.0 lbs.
ERR100 with standard couplings on reel/tool hose, less pump/reel connection hose      102.0 lbs.     128.0 lbs.
ERR100 with Mono Couplings on reel/tool hose and the 5’ pump/reel connection hose      107.3 lbs.     133.3 lbs
ERR100 with Female Mono Coupling on the reel/tool hose, less pump/reel connection hose   102.9 lbs.     129.3 lbs.
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